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Today we are dependent on plastic cards for doing our everyday work as example when we go
anywhere we carry ATM card which is also a form of plastic card, in place of cash, when we enter in
our office, we punch our identity card; a plastic card that is too, on the mentioned screen, when we
go to any restaurant we pay our bill by credit card that is also a plastic card, when we go for
shopping we use shopping card etc. In short plastic cards are now not only card for us but it has
become our necessity. When it first came in existence in 1960, it was taken as a very advanced
innovation and suitable for only rich and advanced people but later with passing of time people
became aware of benefits attached with its use and so later became habitual of using it. Plastic
cards are also a form of security cards in my view. It saves us at every step. Let me explain in
detail.It saves us from fraud people firstly at time when we issue plastic identity card to our
employees so that we can keep eye on every entry in our office. It saves our money from being loss
or steal when we travel with our ATM card in place of heavy cash in our purse. It also gives us a lot
of discounts at every purchase at time when we purchase some goods by specific bank credit card;
a form of plastic card.  At first instance, people think it as a very expensive but on analyzing its
benefit they use it as an unavoidable option. Actually in my view it is a card which is made for every
people of any status. It gives comfort and convenience to rich status people by keeping them free
from burden of being lost cash. And it favors in form of financial plastic cards to people in buying
goods which they are not able to buy in one time; I mean by using their credit cards they can buy
goods in installments and can pay remain amount later.It does not only help the individuals but this
innovation is also helping nations across the globe too. Financial plastic cards are favors the nation
by way of taxes.  In short, plastic cards in every form useful to us. However, it is also true that one
side it is used by people worldwide in their daily activities due to convenient factor and one side it is
famous as a tool to snatch everything from people in seconds. One of the main examples of such
fraud is identity theft where economic status of the person can be put at stake. Nowadays plastic
card is also become a status symbol for any organization. Every organization now use to have their
own plastic card where their companyâ€™s logo, details, location are use to be printed. Plastic cards are
available now in various forms like credit cards, ATM cards, business cards, school ID card, gift
card, shopping card, fund raiser card, photo ID card etc. but in every form it is beneficial for us to
use.
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